
 

 

The INTIMACY e-book: 
Including 36 exercises to play with 
 
Prelude 
 
I believe that Intimacy is the most precious and sought after experience on Earth. Whether 
we are merging with our lover, playing with our kids, hanging out with our closest friends 
and family, or just connecting deeply with ourselves, that sensation of Unity and 
Connection feels like an ecstatic relief from our daily, isolated individuated existence. 
 
Whenever we experience this Intimacy or Unity we feel a rush of pleasure and joy. 
Whether we're sharing the crowd's roar as our team scores a goal or our favorite band 
plays the intro to their most loved song, or closer to home as we melt into our lover's 
embrace, that experience of connectedness is what we yearn for, it's what we search for in 
all our relationships. 
 
It's not as out of reach as it appears. 
 
Why do we feel so alone? 
 
In order to experience a human life, with all its thrills and emotions and with it's challenges 
and lessons, we've had to somehow forget that we are all intrinsically connected to each 
other. Being a human means living in duality. This means that in order to have a human 
experience there has to be me and you, hot and cold, up and down, pleasure and pain and 
life and death. If I am totally immersed in Unity then there is no 'other' for me to have an 
experience with. So we have to almost 'pretend' we are all separate in order to enjoy a 
human life of duality because without duality there’s no ‘experience’ to be had. 
 
So we sign up to get born into a separate body, snip the cord and howl. 
 
This 'forgetting of our Unity' that we do when we are born into separation on Earth is 
extremely painful and challenging. Mainly because we've agreed to take on the Illusion of 
separateness, and the lie of it is so convincing that it's often agonising. 
 
Then suddenly we have an experience which reminds us that we are all connected, that 
we are not really alone, alienated or isolated, and we feel a huge sense of relief and can 
even get addicted very quickly to the stimulus that made us feel less alone. 
 
How can we effortlessly experience loving connectedness with our lovers and those close 
to us? 
 
We need to stop hiding our true selves from each other, even though it sounds risky at 
first. We need to stop saying we're 'fine' when we're not. We need to listen deeply to others 
when they say they're 'fine' and feel whether they really are. Step by little step we need to 
reveal ourselves. Sometimes it'll feel shaky, and sometimes downright impossible, but 
those little brave moments when we allow our vulnerability to be seen give the person 



 

 

we're with a permission slip to do the same, and believe me, to them it will be just as much 
of a huge relief as it is for you. 
 
We need to be sensitive to ourselves and not push too hard or too fast. Not everyone in 
our lives will be totally ready to be seen in their truth. After all, we've been trained to only 
show people the parts of ourselves that get love and approval. But the more we are open 
and safe in being seen for who we really are, the more we become a safe place for others 
to be truly seen and felt with us. They hunger for that Intimacy too, even if they are afraid 
at first. 
 
To take these steps towards Intimacy and to allow those joyous and liberating feelings to 
be felt is not an out-of-reach or complicated task. Within this e-book I have outlined 12 
steps to freeing up this Intimate and connected energy in your life. I have created 
exercises that can either be done with your partner/lover or alone. Each idea is simple. 
Each one is about You directly and holds within it the trigger for you to sense where you 
are with yourself and others and to gently and playfully step closer to that safe and 
Intimate place of visibility and honesty. To be loved in your unique Truth. 
 
Take the time to spend a few minutes on each of the exercises I have devised for you. 
They all contain subtle triggers to release you from limiting beliefs about yourself and 
others, and clear suggestions for actions and practices that will liberate you from 
unconscious blocks and isolating behaviors that we have all been hiding behind. Nothing 
needs to be added for Intimacy, we only need to dissolve some of the automatic behaviors 
that stand in the way. 
 
Do you really want to connect? Do you want to be seen and loved for who you truly are? 
Not the edited version you have been presenting until now but the REAL you? No one can 
love you fully if you hide so much of yourself. So let's safely and comfortably step towards 
Intimacy and Wholeness. 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 

1. Intimacy is Visibility 
 
We are all so used to only showing each other a fraction of who we truly are. We've been 
trained to hide the parts of ourselves that might be perceived as weak or needy or angry or 
unattractive.  These qualities have, in the past, brought us experiences of rejection and 
loneliness. So to avoid this risk of rejection, we edit ourselves little by little, hiding anything 
unattractive in us that looks like it might sabotage love and acceptance from others, until 
we become these crippled 30% 'brochures' of ourselves. We become a smaller, less 
authentic and a less-than-whole version of who we truly are in order to secure ‘approval’ 
and ‘inclusion’. 
My greatest excitement is to take the journey together back towards 100%. As I risk 
showing you more and more of me, vulnerably and bravely letting you see parts of myself 
that I feel unsure about or ashamed of, I give you an invisible permission-slip to do the 
same. And every time we reveal another layer of ourselves, we appreciate and celebrate 
each other’s vulnerability and beauty. Us being more and more comfortable with who we 
really are is the Path of Intimacy. 
I want you to show me more and more of yourself and for me to feel free to show you more 
of myself. The journey from that 30% back towards 100% is, to me, the beauty of 
relationships. It’s where Unity lies and it’s where the fun and freedom of life are to be 
discovered. 
------- 
 
Here are a few exercises to bring these ideas into an actual experience of insight: 
 
Exercise 1. 
What is the one thing of yourself you routinely edit out to preserve a good first impression? 
Please write a few answers below in the empty lines provided, as a first step in our joint 
work towards reclaiming that which you and I edit and hide. 
Then look at each examples you have chosen and reflect upon: 
(i) How do you react when you perceive this quality in someone else? 
(ii) How could this quality express itself in your life through humor? 
------- 
Exercise 2. 
With a lover or friend, choose a quality that you usually hide from the World and play with 
it, acting it out like the blown-up, magnified version of that behavior, with each other. Keep 
it light and playful and allow the absurdity and hilarity of this suppressed characteristic to 
play out loud and proud in foolishness. Play a simple game like Backgammon or Tag or 
even I-spy as these characters and give them free reign to be as big and unashamed as 
your can. 
Then please note what you experience in the lines below. 



 

 

How liberating was it to allow some oxygen into that place? How much genius humor and 
mischief is available there? 
------- 
 
Exercise 3. 
Sit in front of a mirror, either alone or with a friend or lover, and observe each feature of 
your face and body one by one noting any part of yourself or each other that you have a 
judgement about. Note the things you like and the things you don’t, and see if you both 
share the same opinions on what you are seeing. 
Please write below your reflections on what you did and didn’t agree on and the kinds of 
things you were judging. Especially note the instances where your perceptions were vastly 
different from each other. 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 

2. Intimacy of Asking Clearly For What 
You Want 

 
There have been times in the past, both in my relationship and with friends 
and colleagues, when I’ve felt ashamed about asking for protection or space or 
anything that might sound needy or demanding. 

It feels vulnerable to ask for what I want or need sometimes. They might see 
me as weak. I might get refused and feel rejected. I might seem demanding 
and even if they give me what I ask for it could cause resentment or 
judgements about me. 

The truth is, when you or I ask clearly and responsibly for what we want, it is 
usually everyone’s absolute pleasure to give it to us. And what’s more, 
because we’ve been vulnerable and present in the asking, we have also given 
everyone a permission-slip to be open and tender too. 

When I resist asking for what I need, I remove the opportunity for the people 
around me to treat me lovingly, and worse, I suppress my own impulse to love 
myself by asking for what I need. I block the chances of love from both myself 
and others simultaneously. 

It’s brave to be vulnerable and it encourages generosity and intimacy with 
everyone around us. 

 

Try these exercises below: 

 

Exercise 1. 

What do you hold back from asking for? Please outline below something you 
resist asking for and so indirectly refuse yourself. Dare to experiment with 
asking for this from someone today. Go gently, feel the resistance to asking 
and the beliefs which arise to justify not asking. 

Please write in the below lines provided how you felt before asking, during, and 
after. 

Was their response different or the same as you predicted? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Exercise 2. 

Sometimes we want something from someone and we get so fixated on the 
‘way’ we want that thing and ‘who’ we want it from, that our over-precise 
definition closes down the chances of receiving that quality from numerous 
other sources. 

Think of something you want from someone else. Does it have to come from 
only them or is it something you want in your life more from other places too?  

Reflect upon this. 

We can limit abundance by being over-specific with how and where this thing 
we want must come from. 

Tune in to the quality of that thing you want from someone and then write in 
the lines provided all the other sources you can think of where you could also 
nourish yourself with this thing you want from them. Include yourself as a 
source too.  

 

Exercise 3. 

How we ask for our needs to be met is key to Intimacy. Making demands is not 
the same as making requests. If I ask you for something and get upset with 
you when you say ‘No’ then that was a demand, not a request. A demand says 
“there’s only one way you’re allowed to answer this and if you don’t do what I 
want I’m going to get upset”. This is a manipulation and shuts down Intimacy 
pretty much immediately in my experience. But a request allows the other 
person the space to make a free choice between ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. This is a loving 
and responsible way to treat each other. 

So let’s play with this: 

With a partner or friend, both choose a few things that you want from each 
other. They can be real things you want or just made up for the game, and 
practice asking each other for them, both responsibly and irresponsibly. That 
is, do it both as a ‘request’ which sincerely allows the answer ‘No’ and then as 
a demand, communicating subtly or obviously that only a ‘Yes’ will be 
acceptable. As you play with the demands, let them gradually become more 
and more exaggerated, guilt-trippy and irresponsible. Go all the way and 
notice, in the play, how many of our daily, so-called ‘requests’ to each other 
are really demands, cloaked in invisible threats of negative fall-out should we 
be refused. Expose yourself in as many of your techniques and devices as you 
can. 
  



 

 

 
 

3. Intimacy of  Imperfection 
 
Since childhood, we have been so conditioned by our never-ending quest for 
approval that we attempt to project a ‘perfect’ image of ourselves to the World 
in order to be loved. We hide our failings and less attractive qualities from the 
people around us and present an edited ‘brochure’ of who we are. We think 
that if people saw our less charming sides that they wouldn’t love us as much. 

But the truth is, when we meet someone who is comfortable to be seen in all 
their lights and shadows, it is the most refreshing experience imaginable. 
When someone is unashamed of their imperfection, suddenly that so-called 
fault becomes strangely attractive. Here we see that it’s not the quality that is 
unattractive but our shame around it. 

I don’t only want to meet your ‘good’ sides. I want to meet you in your 
wholeness, warts and all. As we reveal more and more of our crazy diversity, 
there is more and more of each other to love and laugh about. And so more 
intimacy is felt and we go deeper still. 

----------- 

I am a big believer that every so-called ‘fault’ or ‘imperfection’ we have is a gift 
in disguise. Even our ‘bossiness’ or our ‘spaced-out-ness’ can have some self-
protecting qualities within them, especially when you look at how we’ve had to 
use them in the past. 

I believe that we each called these behaviors into being at early times in our 
lives to protect ourselves or support us in challenging or even overwhelming 
periods or episodes. These behaviors served us once, as a barrier between our 
sensitive selves and something harsh or over-challenging in our lives, but we 
never told this ‘protecting behavior’ character to stop. We’re adults now but 
that ‘protector’ is still acting as if we need the protection from when we were 
so powerless long ago. 

 

Try this: 

 

Exercise 1. 

Connect to a behavior you would usually hide from others for as long as 
possible. Choose something that you judge yourself for when it leaks out in 
public, something maybe you feel shameful about when it arises. 

Now tune in to the protective or self-supporting quality that behavior has 
behind it, even if the behavior itself is anti-social or unhealthy, connect to the 
function it performed for you in the past. What did you need protecting from or 
support in? Feel into this, you may find some painful feelings arise, some 
sadness or even anger. I recommend you allow these feelings to arise and 



 

 

pass through you just as physical sensations.  This is the body’s genius self-
cleaning and discharging system. Suppressing these feelings makes them swell 
and hurt unbearably but allowing them, breathing gently into them, allows 
them to be fully felt and the pain and stuckness to dissolve. 

What remains when we tune into the function this ‘protector’ provided for us 
long ago is inevitable gratitude. Thankfulness for the job this protector 
performed but also the knowledge that we want to keep and cultivate only that 
healthy protector while letting go of the unhealthy way it has been performing 
it’s duties i our adult lives. Each of our ‘protector characters’ has unique gifts 
and qualities. We don’t want to waste them. 

Now write in the lines below what new ways this character can apply its unique 
gifts and skills in your life. Write down ways which are free of the dysfunctional 
old acting-out and are now harmonious with how your life is today and will 
serve your current excitements and missions. 

Reflect deeply on this list. As this character is allowed into your life in a new 
and healthily expressed way you fall deeper into Intimacy with yourself. More 
of yourself is welcome, less of yourself is denied. 

 

Exercise 2. 

What parts of yourself would be a challenge and a relief to be seen in?  I’m 
scanning my own list as I ask this:  hmmm…….abandonment terror…….panic 
attack casualty…….fascist dictator….so many to choose from.... 

I want to live in a world where on my first date with someone new, or an 
important job interview, instead of presenting the usual, edited brochure of 
myself, I can say “these are my three biggest insanities that you really should 
know about right now before we go any further.” 

Lily Tomlin says “never marry anyone until you’ve had lunch with his ex-wife”. 

So, with a friend or lover re-enact a first date or job interview together and 
alternately tell each other in detail about your most outrageous insanities, 
crazy things about you that full-disclosure requires you to describe in detail. If 
you have been friends or lovers for some time, little of this will be news and 
you will just revel in playfulness about the madness that you only allowed to 
be seen gradually. You’ll notice how much of our Intimacy is rooted in sharing 
this eccentric stuff together. If this relationship or friendship is newer, dare to 
leap off the edge into sharing more and more of your self in this way. The 
intimacy and laughter will pour in. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Exercise 3. 

If you want to drive a few people crazy today in their perfectionism, 
deliberately leave a blemish or a little smudge of cream or food near your 
mouth or on your face. At first people you meet will point it out to you and 
enact wiping mimes for you as if to almost ‘will’ the imperfection away and 
communicate to you that you need to wipe it off at once. There’s some 
urgency in it.  Some people who you know even better will reach forward to do 
it ‘for you’. But it can be hilarious to witness their responses when you refuse 
to clean it away and leave the imperfection right there, unmissable, for all to 
see. Some will beg you to remove it. Some will lunge at you to get rid of it. 
Laugh with them about the squirmy feeling which can’t allow that blemish to 
remain. Share our Universal crazy OCD and bring a breath more oxygen to our 
collective insanity. Unity and Intimacy abounds. 

 

 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 
 

4. Listening is the Key to Intimacy 
 
When I am receptive and open to listening, the ideas and insights which arise 
in me are always far richer and more profound than anything my busy ‘front-
mind’ ever comes up with. 

If a friend is hurt and I am sitting with them as they pour their heart-break out 
to me, when I am truly empty and present with them, not in a ‘mindy’ or 
solution-orientated mode, but just totally present with them as they speak, 
then amazing wisdom will come out of my mouth. These pieces of wisdom will 
contain more amazing insights that I could never have thought up myself. In 
fact, they are usually news to me, too! When I’m totally present the most 
pertinent and apt genius arises all by itself from of the space. 

All our best parenting of our kids, and all our best love-making come from a 
listening and empty place. It’s here that our perceptions and sensitivities to 
the other are most heightened and therefore our responses are richer. As I am 
quieter and stiller, I receive and am present with more and more of you. As I 
listen, our intimacy grows and our sense of being connected arises effortlessly. 

Let’s listen even deeper. 

 

Exercise 1. 

When you next hear a baby cry or a dog bark try to listen beyond the actual 
sound of it to the impulse that throws that sound out, the root feeling that the 
sound springs from. True listening goes way beyond the words you’re hearing. 
Sometimes someone is saying one thing but you are hearing the exact 
opposite. To really hear what someone is needing to communicate, cultivate 
your deeper ears, your full-body listening. 

Go out for a walk and listen anew to the usual sounds of the day. With every 
sound tune into the impulse that projected that sound out into the World. 
Mothers can hear in their baby’s crying whether the infant is hungry, or tired, 
or hurt. This deeper hearing is available for all our communications with each 
other. As you walk, listen to the root of the sounds, the feelings within them 
and behind them. So many of them will give you an original and unusual 
transmission. 

Now, for the rest of the day and from now on, when you are listening to 
someone speak, you will be so much more sensitive to where they are really 
coming from. Please write what you observe in the lines provided. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Exercise 2. 

Grab a mirror, or your lover, or a friend, and try 6 minutes of unbroken, silent 
eye-contact with them or your own reflection. All sorts of feelings will bubble 
up but stay with it for the full six minutes being fully present with all the 
feelings and thoughts that arise in you and giving full-bodied, focused listening 
presence to the unique human who’s facing you. 

Please write below what it was like for you, your levels of stillness, presence 
and listening. What does it feel like to fully give your attention to someone and 
to be given someone’s full presence in return? 

 

Exercise 3. 

Ask your own heart what it wants. 

Place your palm gently on your heart or on the centre of your chest. Take one 
or two breaths, relax into total presence with yourself, and ask yourself “What 
do you want?” 

You can repeat the question softly a few times, then empty youself and listen, 
not thinking something up, just empty and listen as if your heart had lips and 
could speak. In the silence and in the stillness you will hear a reply, and what 
you hear will be an invitation and opportunity to give yourself what you need 
today. 

It is essential to cultivate this Intimacy with yourself, to look after yourself, to 
know yourself and lovingly and responsibly get your needs met. We all need to 
stop and check-in with ourselves for a moment. If I am out of touch with the 
answers I receive in this exercise I might rely too much on others with 
unreasonable expectations to fill these holes for me. But if I am in touch with 
what I need on a daily basis I will find ways to meet my own needs, with or 
without the help of others. 

What do you want today? 
  



 

 

 
 

5. Intimacy with My Body 
 
When a challenging feeling arises, or an unexpected situation throws me off-centre, the 
first organ that leaps into the fray is my amazing, problem-solving mind. It's as if I believe 
that whenever an unusual or shaky feeling arises in me I have to make it go away with a 
solution or a controlling response from my thinking centre.  Yet if I take a breath and a 
moment of space to allow myself to feel this uncomfortable wave fully before I dismiss it 
and block or solve it, the convincing, reactive urge to over-react subsides and a less 
anxious and more trusting sensation is left. This is my Intimacy with myself. 
To live intimately with myself, my feelings and with the circumstances which unfold around 
me, it takes a moment of space and of listening. This is the habit to cultivate. 
Choose Space, not Reaction. 
I place my palm on my heart, I take a breath, and I feel deeply for a moment. Naturally, I 
fall into more harmony with what's going on instead of struggling and resisting by auto-
reacting to it. 
This Intimacy with myself saves me much angst and energy. It even saves me from 
alienating other people in my life both at work and at home. 
 
Exercise 1. 

What makes you so triggered that you over-react? Please write below both the trigger or 
situation that customarily sets you off and also, next to it, how that behavior in others or 
that situation is exactly a mirror of you yourself in some way. 
Write down on one side of the page an example of the disturbing stimuli that triggers you, 
and on the other side, the answer to this vital question: 
‘If I had set this situation up as a simulation scenario to show myself something about 
myself, what would it be?’ 
This is how we participate with the challenging circumstances we encounter. This is where 
we are powerful, not victims of our circumstances. 
 
Exercise 2. 

Go deep into the pure physicality. 

Is it that we have a thought and then feel the sadness or worry it provokes? Or 
do we start discharging an emotion physically and then quick as a flash, our 
brain conjures up a matching story or drama to ‘justify’ or ‘make sense of’ this 
feeling and to offer a possibility of controlling its discomfort. We suddenly 
believe that ‘if I can solve this problem in the story or drama then this feeling 
will go away’. 

But what if that mental story or drama was just there to be a laxative for that 
uncomfortable wave of emotional discharge to take place? What if all the 
issues and circumstances we have anxieties and fears about are simply our 



 

 

misguided, problem-solver Mind organ running a self-involved Hollywood 
movie alongside our body’s genius emotional-excretion system. 

There are real problems which arise in a human life, accidents and illnesses, but 95% of 
our daily fears and anxieties never come to pass. As Mark Twain said:  
"I've lived through some terrible things in my life, some of which actually 
happened."  
Now think of something you’ve been worrying about. Feel the juice begin to activate in 
your belly or your solar plexus or wherever your body begins to wake up and feel it. Note 
down where in your body it lives today, where your body’s genius has decided to discharge 
some feelings. And each time this issue pops back into your head, once again note where 
it’s living today. It may move around a lot, or it may stay local to a few usual areas. The 
throat, chest, solar plexus and belly are common areas but there are many more. Some 
people believe that all physical illness is the extension of this idea. 
Keep track of where your different fears and anxieties live in your body today. Note down 
the physical areas that this or that story or issue frequently inhabit and experiment with 
letting the body’s genius do it’s discharging without stirring it all up and interrupting the 
process with clinging and grasping. 
 
 
Exercise 3. 

Slow down and feel every inch of yourself. 

This feels particularly relevant to men. I see my partner spending so much 
more time than me creaming and oiling herself after she bathes. It’s a delight 
to watch. She’s like a living sculpture as she tends to her body’s elements and 
areas unhurriedly, with total focus and presence. 

I notice how rarely I give myself that kind of focused, intimate, presence. I 
experience washing my body and hair as a purely functional, time-efficient, 
process. So now today let’s deliberately take at least three times as long on 
each stage of the ablutions. Wash every crevice and area of your head and 
body with focused presence and attention on both your hands and the 
sensations of your body. 

Then dry yourself in the same manner, slowly, with attention to every inch, 
and how that exact inch feels as it’s dried. 

And lastly choose your favorite oil or cream and apply it to your whole body 
from head to toe with loving slowness and presence noting how each area of 
your body feels. Does impatience arise? 

It can be emotional to feel such nurturing from oneself. It can even be a 
profound turning point. Don’t be surprised if you’re left asking yourself the 
obvious question: ‘why have I waited until now to do this?’  



 

 

 

 

6. The Intimacy of Ruthless Honesty 
 
Intimacy means being real, but not always being nice. We live in a world of 
appropriateness and politeness where we have culturally agreed not to make each other 
uncomfortable or press each other’s buttons. This cultural convention creates insipid and 
stagnant relationships. I don't want you to hide the truth from me of what you see. I want 
your challenge, your insights and above all your ruthless honesty. 
However, beware: if you don't express your challenge constructively with sincere love and 
with the other’s interest at heart, then instead of supporting your partner in their higher 
truth, you are likely to send them deeper into the resistance and probably start a fight. 
Who want their truth varnished? Not me. 
In order to live this truth fully and richly you have to be ok with other people sometimes 
going into dramatic reactions around you. It’s important to know not to take their reactions 
personally. If you are terrified of people’s anger or even their tears then you might limit 
your honesty with them and therefore limit your Intimacy with them. One doesn’t have to 
be bluntly hurtful to be clear and ruthlessly honest. 
Can you trigger someone’s resistance and know it’s not ‘your fault’? 
 
Exercise 1. 

(i) What is one specific truth you’d have liked to tell your former partner or you’d like to tell 
your current partner, or anyone in your life - and yet you didn’t or don’t for fear of not being 
‘nice’? Please write it in the lines laid out below. 
(ii) When you look at what you’ve written, are you sure it’s expressed in a manner that is 
constructive, full of love, supportive, and with that partner’s interest and well being at 
heart? 
(iii) Go through it to make sure you’re clear about how much this is ‘for them’ and how 
much is ‘for you’, and then express your truth or challenge to that person from a loving 
place. 
 
Exercise 2. 

Think of any grievance or unresolved issue you have with another person or group in your 
life, past or present. It can be a big issue or a small one. Choose something that still has 
some emotional charge left in it today, if only a little. 
Remember your usual version of this episode or subject. 
Now, with only yourself as your witness, can you write down here in the lines provided at 
least three ways you yourself can and could take more responsibility than you have to date 
around this issue? I’m not saying take on self-blame, far from it. But are there any 
elements to your own experience of this story that, if you look yourself in the eye you can 
own, more honestly than you ever have with yourself before, at least one and if possible 
three aspects of this story, back then or since, where you can acknowledge your own part, 
directly or indirectly, that contributed to how it all played out? 



 

 

That’s a wordy way to ask you to dig deep into this story, present and past, and ask 
yourself if there are any aspects of your own behavior or actions that you usually omit from 
your ‘version’ of events. 
This is a liberation and allows you to re-inherit wasted energy that is still invested in a 
pointless place in the past. This exercise allows you to harvest and reclaim at least some 
of the wasted clinging to being a ‘victim of injustice’ and as you own this responsibility you 
recast yourself as powerful in the roles of what happened and in whatever happens from 
now on. You empower yourself in the story and re-join participation with your 
circumstances by owning up to anything that was your part in all this. As you re-join the 
process of your life willingly, then the alienation of feeling like a victim falls away and 
Intimacy with the path of your life can continue in alignment. 
 
Exercise 3. 

Give it to me straight. 

Ring up three people who are regularly in your life who you trust for their 
integrity and intelligence and ask them to give it to you straight. Choose three 
aspects of yourself you’d like, or dare to hear feedback on and ask them to 
give you the most unvarnished feedback they can. 

Write their observations below. Also write down the feelings and thoughts that 
arose in you upon hearing this feedback.  



 

 

 

 

7. The Harsh Truth About Dumping 
 
It has become common practice in our relationships to blame and complain and dump on 
our partner or children when we don't feel good or they do something we don't like. But the 
truth is that whoever triggers us into a painful reaction is not responsible for the level of 
upset we go into. The 'trigger' is not the same as the 'cause'.  
When something has happened to make us feel bad, instead of putting up with the 
discomfort of that pain, it is often easier to blame and dump on someone else, usually our 
partner, and make them feel the bad feeling instead of us. It's easier to be reactive and 
offload the painful feeling onto them than sit responsibly with the pain we feel and endure 
it. 
This “dumping the pain onto someone else” is the same as pulling them into the path of a 
bullet that was meant for you. You’re using your partner, your friend, your lover as a 
human shield from the pain blast. 
Especially for men, this is about the unsexiest and least gallant thing to do. 
The vulnerable and nourishing action to take is to ask for support from this person so that 
they can responsibly and out of their own free choice give you the support and love you 
need.  It's ironic that the one person we want that support and love from is usually the first 
person we push away with our dumping. 
Don't push away the one you want support from. Dare to ask for what you need today. 
 
Exercise 1. 
What are the ways that blamers and complainers hook you into defending yourself? Which 
ways of blaming you trigger you automatically into a defense dance, proclaiming your 
innocence? 
How we respond to being dumped-upon is a victim trap. It’s too easy to feel superior and 
shut down. It’s even easier to jump to your own defense and disempower yourself by 
debating the accuser point by point. 
The intelligent thing to do is use the encounter to really get a feeling-map on what 
accusations, criticisms and complaints habitually suck you into forgetting yourself? Which 
ones sting and still trigger a reactive charge in your body? 
Practice complaining and blaming with your friends or partners. If you know them well, give 
them full permission to really try and find those spots that somehow still ‘get’ you, and do 
them the service of really doing the same for them. 
Laugh together when you hit a sore one. This is a profound Intimacy to enter the cave of 
triggers together and clean some house while the dragon sleeps. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Exercise 2. 
Get it all out. 
Once again it takes an Intimate trust to play this game with a friend or lover. We spend so 
much time learning communicate responsibly and try our best to always look at what 
happens as a gift, but sometimes. on our path to spiritual serenity, we forget that it’s also 
human to want to moan and crow about our perceived injustices. We rarely get the chance 
to be openly defiant about them, but one way to have fun discharging some of this blocked 
and dissatisfied build-up is to give each other permission to be totally indulgent for a 2 
minute window. Allow all notions of victim complaint to arise in you and whine and 
grumble, bleat, belly-ache and bitch to your partner for a strict 2 minute window. Bang a 
gong or ring a bell at the end and both burst into rapturous applause, then give the other 
one a turn. 
You can add some extra foolish oxygen to this exercise by agreeing and empathizing and 
vocally commiserating with the complainer as they rant. 
 
Exercise 3. 
Is there something holding you back from asking directly and vulnerably for what 
you need from those close to you? 
What stops you from asking? Is it that you don’t expect to be met? Or you don’t want to 
appear needy? Or ‘why should they do that for you anyway’? 
Think of a specific pain or discomfort you are either feeling right now or have in the recent 
past. How would it feel to ask for love and support in dealing with this this? What are the 
feelings that arise when you imagine asking? 
If you aren’t ready to try it in person, write below the wording that you would use to ask if 
you did. Even the writing of the words of the request will stir up feelings of contraction and 
resistance. Please note them down here. 
What are the beliefs about asking for what you need?  Issues of your deserving? Issues of 
pessimism? Always issues of vulnerability. 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 

8. Like me! 
 
Whenever you hear yourself say anything about anyone, good or bad, practice the habit of 
saying "like me!" afterwards. So, "he's such a great guy, but not always completely 
honest………like me!" or "she's so talented but a bit of an attention-seeker………like me!”. 
It's so liberating! 
We can create a lot of false separation and alienation when we describe or pass 
judgments on others. We separate ourselves from them in our definitions as if we’re 
superior. The truer and more Intimate way to live is to shout 'like me!' each time you judge 
something in another. We all have the potential to act in the darkest and lightest of ways 
and the only reason we judge is that we want to distance those ‘unacceptable’ qualities 
from ourselves.   
This denial causes illness and separation, but joyously announcing one's fallibility at every 
opportunity dissolves this false separation and creates oxygen for everyone to be their 
perfectly flawed selves without feeling the need to live in hiding. 
Once the separation is dissolved, Intimacy naturally arises… 
 
Exercise 1. 
For one full day, keep track of each and every judgment you make about someone or 
something else (by writing it down) and every time add the “… like me!” phrase at the end. 
Then, the next day, read the list aloud in front of the mirror including all the ‘Like Me’s or 
even better, share it with as many people in your life who’ll crack up with you. 
With each item, a place where we separated ourselves from the World now becomes 
reunited. A place where we can all breathe a sigh of fallibility together. 
Intimacy with the other humans who are just as foolish, self-involved and reactive as you 
are is a liberating way to go. The amount of energy we all waste attempting to maintain an 
image of sanity and confidence instead of collectively acknowledging our daily insanity is 
enough to solve any Global crisis. 
 
Exercise 2. 

Think of a World issue or a place on Earth that you would help if you could. Sit 
comfortably and breathe gently. Feel the continuous activity of your body’s 
self-healing systems. Feel the immense amount of healing energy that you 
generate moment to moment, the abundance of health that you enjoy. And 
now feel a line connecting you to a place outside of this room which could do 
with an extra blast of positive and healing juice. Send as much down the line 
to this person or place as you feel to. Enjoy it being received. 
As you bask in that feeling, also connect to the un-healed place in yourself that  
perfectly matches this place you’re sending healing to. You have your own 
perfectly corresponding place within you that connects in mutuality with the 
place you’re sending healing energy to. 
Feel the gratitude of that mutuality and how this person or place leads you 
back to your own healing through your own generosity. 



 

 

 
 
 
Exercise 3. 
On giving advice: 

Think of the most recent advice you gave someone else. Guess what? It’s 
likely that the words you offered are more relevant to you yourself than you 
imagined. How do the insights you offered apply to your own life and present 
circumstances? 

To reflect deeply on this idea is one way that we communicate to ourselves 
and especially remind ourselves of what to keep watchful and vigilantly heedful 
of. Other people’s problems are symbiotically preparing us for what’s next in 
our own lives in some way. This is Intimacy with the World as your best friend 
with 1000 mouths trying to benevolently give you clues. A cosmic heads-up. 

Write a list of how recent insights you have offered relate directly or indirectly 
to you own life and present circumstances.  



 

 

 
 

9. Intimacy Waits Patiently 
 
When your lover or partner is complaining to you, you have two choices: you can do the 
usual defending dance, trying to show them why what they're saying is not true, why 
they're being unfair or wrong and proclaim your innocence. This is a big mistake. The 
moment you begin defending your position, you have surrendered your balls (or ovaries), 
your personal power, to them. You have joined their dance of negativity and sunk to their 
level of competing and defending. 
A much more positive and powerful thing to do is to 'not defend'. Just wait. Hold the space. 
Look the person in the eyes and, while allowing them to be a complaining child, uphold 
your image of them as a responsible, powerful, wise being. 
If you don't automatically join the defense dance, which can take some practice, then their 
complaint demons have nothing to fight against and with nothing feeding the conflict, the 
process can naturally transform into the honest expression of their real feelings. 
It might drive this person mad at first that you refuse to join them down there in the 
darkness, but before long they will return to their own presence and to you for support with 
the real feelings that are arising, not the complaint that's trying to avoid those feelings. 
Intimacy waits patiently for presence. 
 
Exercise 1. 
Steadfastness. 
With a friend or lover, throughout the day, try and trick each other into defending. Try 
things like ‘why did you leave that in such a mess?’ and any criticism or accusation that 
begins ‘you always...’ or ‘you never....’ 
See if you can throw each other into auto-defense, denying or proclaiming innocence, for a 
full day. Bringing awareness to this knee-jerk self-defense blurting is advanced ninja stuff. 
To stalk your auto-reactions and bust them when they trick you into smallness is like tying 
a bell to the ankle of an insidious demon. You begin to hear it coming early. 
Practice this and liberate yourself from the subtle and crafty self-defense-trigger demon. 
 
Exercise 2. 
Try this, next time a mini-crisis arises, or even a big one if you’re feeling bold. Don’t try and 
solve the problem too quickly. This is another auto-reaction, a way to skip the tension and 
uncomfortable contraction of whatever’s just appeared. 
The truth is that great opportunities often come cloaked in apparent mistakes and 
disasters. Try going straight to the feeling of tension in your body, breathing gently into it. 
You’ll notice the Mind wanting to leap into solution mode. But wait. 
Leave space. Don’t solve the crisis too quickly, See if it untangles al by itself for a while. 
Listen deeper and see what it’s trying to illustrate. 



 

 

Practice this exercise of allowing things to unfold before leaping in to control events, 
staying watchful and open to what unforeseen genius is actually manifesting without you 
having to get involved. 
Go back to the tension that this event triggered and gently breathe into it and feel into it. 
Feel it fully like a connoisseur of every shade, nuance and aspect of that feeling. It will 
dissolve and move if you allow it space. 
This is one to practice every day. 
 
Exercise 3. 
My crowded mind is full of different characters lobbying for their needs to be met; the to-do 
list addict, the control freak, the fearful pessimist, the raging pervert, all in my mind, putting 
in their bids in over and over for what they want, and especially for what they don’t want. 
This constant internal hubbub from all these voices with their agendas and panics can be a 
big distraction from whatever I’m trying to achieve or enjoy in the present moment. And yet 
I mostly don’t even notice I’m listening to those voices until afterwards when I return to 
myself. 
Sit comfortably for 5 minutes and watch what your crazy mind thinks about all by itself. 
Note all the loops and reminders and warnings and ‘just-in-cases’, and ‘don’t forget’s’ that 
it throws up for you. What does your uniquely insane mind choose to chatter about all by 
itself? 
Write in the lines provided all the ways your nagging crowd of mind-characters tries to 
hook you in. 
  



 

 

 
 

10. Intimacy is Receiving their Generosity 
 
Some people feel weird about being given to. The moment someone volunteers ”I'll pay for 
this one” they say ”oh, no no…” and go into immediate resistance. In this situation I always 
say to the refuser: “safe to receive…safe to receive…”. 
It's understandable that those of us who have been given love so transactionally in our 
lives are cautious to receive it when it’s offered because we have learned since childhood 
that the pay-back police are never far behind. But this auto response hugely limits 
Intimacy. 
If you always say no when I try to give you something then you're never giving me the 
chance to feel generous and have the experience of giving to you. I want to have my gifts 
received. We all do. So be generous in your receiving, and generously allow others to feel 
generous in giving to you. 
Intimacy is in receiving more and more of the other. Their gifts, their wounds, their truths, 
and generously allowing others to feel so received. 
 
Exercise 1. 
Try a day of noting, whenever you thank people, how quick they are to give you your 
thanks straight back to you. 
“thank you for a lovely evening” you say 
“well, thank you for coming” comes the immediate reply 
This is an auto-response to ‘even out’ the thanks and the give and take of the kindness 
expressing itself. But why the resistance to just receiving the thanks and enjoying it? 
Write down below how many people give you your thanks straight back like a hot potato in 
a day and experiment with being more present yourself with your own auto-give-back of 
thanks when someone expresses gratitude to you. 
Feel what it feels like to just receive the gift of their thanks and sit with it, without leaking it 
straight back to the thanker. 
 
Exercise 2. 
Abundance comes in many forms. Try this gratitude exercise. It’s very simple. Before you 
go to sleep, list all, and I mean all the ways you have been supported today. 
I woke up in a dry place. 
I woke up in a safe country 
I woke up warm 
I slept on a soft mattress 
I was covered by a soft blanket 
I had a clean, soft pillow for my head. 
I woke up next to a loving partner. 
I was received in my love this morning. 
I had food available without having to leave my home. 
I had the use of a kitchen to prepare my food in. 
I had enough money to buy butter and a nearby shop that stocks numerous kinds. 
I have a computer that connects me people far away who I want to communicate with. 
 



 

 

These are the first twelve that come to mind, still within the first half hour of my waking 
day. 
 
Exercise 3. 
This is a radical one. Can you connect to the love and concern behind your Mothers’ 
nagging or complaining or your father’s harsh criticism? At first, those challenging, on-the-
surface negative communications from them as you grew up, even words which had a 
disempowering effect on you, were, in the intentions of the parent, a loving act to educate, 
warn, protect and empower you. 
Their methods and communication abilities were primal and unconscious for the most part, 
but so much of the hurtful and even wounding criticism from our parents and carers was 
coming from a anxiously protective place. 
As harsh as these experiences were for all of us, the fuel that powered those 
communications was often a twisted form of love. 
It is possible to connect to that love even while the script and scenery and performances 
mask it so well. It takes a firm choice, but try connecting to some of those memories which 
felt harsh and are still even a little emotionally lodged in you. Allow the self-evident 
knowledge that it was a twisted expression of a loving intention, often crippled and 
aggressive in it’s worry and pessimism. That realisation of the core love that was also 
present back then can melt away any residue or negative beliefs or definitions which still 
invisibly linger. 
 
  



 

 

 
 

11. Intimacy does not Suffer for Love 
 
In a household where a couple have much to accomplish; kids, jobs, money, the runnings 
of a home, it can be exhausting for them both, and there are inevitably some jobs that 
come up along the way that, at the end of a tiring day, neither person wants to do.  The 
biggest trap the couple can fall into is to start competing for 'who's done more recently,' or 
'who's most exhausted’. 
If you and your partner begin competing in this way to justify being able to rest, then you 
are empowering and magnetising a reality where you both must suffer to earn your rest. 
You start creating a reality where suffering becomes a currency.  You start creating a belief 
that you both must to suffer for love.   
This inevitably creates an ugly manipulative relationship where both people are inflating 
their sense of being a victim to get their needs met and competing for the title of ‘Biggest 
Martyr.’ 
To vulnerably ask for the support one needs without fighting for it with the expectation of 
refusal or injustice, is Intimacy. 
 
Exercise 1. 
An honesty exercise. How much do you keep count of what you give, and even what 
you’re owed? I don’t mean financially. 
Do you notch up brownie points or keep a currency count of all your input and what you 
have brought to the relationship or friendship? 
Do you notice imbalances in the give and take of you home life? 
List in the lines below all the things you give that, on any level, you expect something back 
for, even ‘acknowledgement’. 
Have you been clear with those you are giving to what you want in return for your giving? 
Not all giving has to be unconditional, but if it isn’t, then the return expected needs to be 
clearly and directly expressed. Then the people given to can decide freely whether they 
choose to enter into that agreement. 
 
Exercise 2. 
Practice saying ‘No’ without following it with an excuse. 
There’s nothing sexier than someone who’s in touch with their ‘No’. 
We’re so used to fending off demands that we can forget our innate right to just say ‘No’ to 
something we don’t want to do. 
To make excuses while you say ‘No’ is a manipulative placating device to control the other 
person’s response to your refusal. It’s also a statement that you yourself doubt your own 
right to refuse and need to back it up with justifications. 
Justifications make you sound like you yourself lack the belief in your own justice. 
For a day (and for the rest of your life) take a long moment to check-in with yourself 
thoroughly before you agree to anything. 
Without an Intimate relationship with your own preferences and needs you will 
automatically roam and wander into situations and realities that don’t serve or excite you. 
Practice saying ‘No’ with full, centered presence whenever it is your truth. And don’t 
protect everyone so much from their responses to your truth. We are creating a honest, 



 

 

visible world and their messy responses are far more nourishing and authentic than this 
insipidly fake ‘politeness’ and ‘appropriateness’. 
 
 
 
 
Exercise 3. 
List all the things that you give on one side of the lines provided and on the other, list all 
the things you yourself receive or get from that particular form of giving. It’s important to 
own that all the things we give, we do so selfishly. As Anthony de Mello says, when we are 
generous “let us just say we have great taste in our selfishness”. 
When we give, we do it for ourselves too, because it gives us pleasure or a sense of 
rightness or fairness to have that effect on a situation. It is for our own peace and 
satisfaction that we give. 
So own this truth transparently and enjoy your generosity in total parallel with the fact that 
it’s symbiotic and that you are getting just as much from the transaction as the ‘receiver’ of 
your giving. 
 
Here are some examples: 
 
I pay for all the times we go out.  
I get to have the experience of being a big-shot provider paying for everything. 
 
I do most or all of the keeping of our home. 
I get to have everything done and run just how I, myself, like it to be 
 
I do all the cooking 
I get the satisfaction of having my gifts enjoyed daily and knowing my clan are well 
nourished 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 

12. Intimacy of Excitement 
 
We hold back our full excitement sometimes in case we look too keen or uncool. There's 
something so beautiful about childlike excitement but it can feel risky. We expose 
ourselves in our youngness and if we are not met there we can suddenly feel foolish and 
alienated. So often we limit our expression of joy to appear 'appropriate'. 
I get much more excited by, and am much more intimate with, someone who is total in 
their passion and excitement than someone who plays it down to play it safe. 
Your excitement is magnetic. Your excitement is attractive and juicy. When I see you 
consumed by your passion I am drawn to you and I want to be infected by your 
enthusiasm and spirit. 
Show me your bigness and see how I myself am encouraged to open more and be seen in 
my own passions. 
 
Exercise 1. 
Wisdom is playful. Playfulness is inclusive but earnestness can be a dry, separating force 
that won’t join in with others who are less serious and solemn. These folks can even be so 
convincing in their gravity that we doubt ourselves and give in and adopt their humorless 
demeanor. 
Today, seek out humorless people and see if you can get them to crack a smile. Do it with 
a pal or a lover and be especially sensitive while you’re out and about clowning and 
cavorting. Some people want to hold fast to their seriousness so make sure you’re never 
violent in attempting to drag someone into the fun. 
But do provide all the oxygen that’s needed for someone, should they wish to take a sweet 
breath of lightening-up, and keep a score of how many solemn faces you melted today. 
 
Exercise 2. 
Surprise a friend or lover for no reason whatsoever. Cecil Collins says of April 1st - All 
Fools Day: 

“A day given over to the divine fantasy of holy gaiety. A day of the giving 
away in unending foolish non-rational generosity, of gifts clothed in the 
marvels of the imagination. The entering of strangers’ houses, and the 
placing of gifts upon their tables. A day of mystical jokes concealing deep 
mercy.” 
Plan a surprise for someone you love. Don’t wait until it’s a standard occasion like a 
birthday or anniversary. Keep the ones you love guessing! Breathe in the sprit of that Cecil 
Collins quote and feel what mischievous and delightful astonishment you can 
spontaneously deliver this week. 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Exercise 3.  
Mirror Mirror On The Wall. 
Self-love has always been a slippery issue. It’s a squirmy subject to take on, and even 
when somebody else pays us a compliment we will often deny it or limit it in some way to 
be modest. But it’s not really modesty, it’s a way of escaping the wriggly feeling of 
accepting a compliment. There’s also a taboo in our culture that says you mustn’t allow 
praise or it will make you arrogant. 
To me this attitude is self-castrating. The whole new-age or pseudo-spiritual notion that we 
should amputate our egos in order to progress spiritually is barbaric and misguided. Our 
ego is not the unsafe monster that we are taught to reject and sublimate. Far from it! 
You ego is the paintbrush with which you bring your unique flavor and gifts to the World. 
Yes, in the ‘higher’ realms ‘we are all ONE and connected’ but also, simultaneously in this 
‘human’ realm, in this life as a person, you are also having the experience of being an 
individual who’s separate from everyone else. 
This is why we’ve incarnated as humans on Earth - to have a human experience - and that 
means a lifetime of duality; hot and cold, up and down, pleasure and pain, and especially 
You and Me. 
To attempt to deny this very real, yet admittedly temporary experience as a separate 
person, and to spend years trying to meditate away your idea of ‘self’ and ‘transcend the 
very duality you’ve signed up for on this ‘human journey’ is a fallacious and ill-advised form 
of self-castration. 
Today, sit in front of a mirror and say aloud to yourself every quality, virtue and skill that 
you possess. Don’t worry, the mirror won’t crack! And you won’t have the big-head police 
banging your door down either. There’s a big distance between allowing in some self-
appreciation and acknowledgement and becoming arrogant and superior. 
As you let in the recognition of your unique qualities and gifts they will arise much more 
freely and effortlessly in your life and sharing them with others will naturally attract and 
manifest the Intimacy we all yearn for. 
 
  



 

 

 
Postlude 
 
 
Intimacy OUTRO 
 
If you use these 36 exercises you will enter a whole new chapter of Intimacy with everyone 
and everything in your life. 
 
There are no struggles to overcome and and no battles to fight in relationship. With your 
family, friends and lovers, these techniques will bring you into full participation with the 
theatre of your life so that every challenge becomes a training and an opportunity to 
connect deeper with the people and the circumstances of your day to day living. 
 
Read this through again a few months from now and see how many of these attitudes and 
perspectives have freed up huge amounts of your wasted mental and emotional energy. 
Also notice how the people close to you are so much less confrontational and so much 
more interested to connect honestly and lovingly with you, without the usual techniques 
and manipulations from the past. 
 
As you yourself embody the truths and courageous orientation of this ruthless and 
unflinching Intimacy you become a walking permission-slip for everyone who encounters 
you to open up and be visible and honest too. 
 
In this way we create the society and the World we want to live in. Not by complaining or 
solving the old, but by building and embodying the new. 
 
Thank you for connecting with me here and for proliferating the Intimacy and Unity in your 
life. 


